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Unified Visibility Across Clouds 
with VMware vRealize® Operations™

Businesses Are Embracing Multi-Cloud Strategies

But a Lack of Visibility Means Trouble for IT

How many teams have 
the visibility they need?

The scary truth

vRealize 
Operations 
Comes to 
the Rescue

Delivered on-premises or as a service, vRealize Operations meets the needs of 
modern IT strategies, including private, hybrid, and multi-cloud deployments.

Cloud Support

A few things you can do:

Native public clouds:

VMware supported public clouds:

Curious how vRealize Operations can support your multi-cloud journey?
You can find everything you need to easily learn, evaluate, and validate VMware 
solutions for your organization on our Pathfinder site.

Get the Multi-Cloud Visibility You Need
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Delivered on-premises or as a service.
The choice is yours.

of enterprises rely 
on both private and 
public clouds1

of those managing 
public clouds2

Just

managing public 
and private clouds2

Keep an eye on inventory across regions and accounts

Gain enhanced costing visibility with the CloudHealth integration

Monitor availability for public cloud services

EXPLORE NOW
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What this AI-powered 
solution brings IT:

Unified monitoring and visibility 
for consistent operations across 
private and public clouds

Indispensable insight for planning 
deployments and migrations

Improved support for developer 
and operational agility

Without visibility, 
IT teams:

Can’t plan for new 
deployments or migrations

Can’t optimize for cost 
or performance

Can’t support quick 
decision-making

https://pathfinder.vmware.com/path/vrops_public_cloud?src=WWW_us_MKT_ZtrbG6JBTkc1uaWS34DY&int_cid=7012H000001KUmu

